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In order to widen the engineering application of 3D overconstrained linkages, their strict
overconstrained geometric conditions are expected to be eliminated for improvement of fabrication
error tolerance so as to facilitate mass production, which requests to find the non-overconstrained
forms of the overconstrained linkages. In this paper, a general truss transformation method is
proposed by taking the truss form of overconstrained linkage as an intermedium. According to
Maxwell's rule and rank of the equilibrium matrix, the redundant bars in the truss form of the
overconstrained linkage are detected and removed to obtain a non-overconstrained linkage, while
their kinematic equivalence is well kept. Adopting this method, the results show that RSSR linkage
and RRSRR linkages are the non-overconstrained forms of Bennett linkage and Myard 5R linkage,
respectively. Further discussion on fabrication errors is carried out to demonstrate the tolerance on
the mobility of the non-overconstrained forms.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Two typical mechanical systems in engineering are rigid structures and mobile mechanisms. Without external forces, structures
can be statically determinate or indeterminate depending on whether the equilibrium matrix is full ranked or not. As a subgroup
of structures, truss is based on the geometric rigidity of triangle in plane and tetrahedron in space, composed of linear members
whose ends are connected at joints referred to as nodes. While the concerns of rigid structures are about stability and statics, the
study of mechanisms focuses on mobility and kinematics, which can be analysed with matrix method [1], screw theory [2,3], Lie
group and Lie algebra [4,5].

Yet, structures and mechanisms are not completely irrelevant. From the viewpoint of rigidity, a structure is obtained once the
mobility of a mechanism is locked. The structure could be statically determinate when the corresponding mechanism is a normal
one, or statically indeterminate when the corresponding mechanism is overconstrained. Thus, a normal mechanism is also
referred to as a non-overconstrained mechanism. As a 3D overconstrained mechanism can generate complicated 3D motion
with least number of bars, it has attracted great interests in kinematic research. Many 3D overconstrained mechanisms have
been proposed in the last 160 years by Sarrus [6], Bennett [7], Delassus [8], Bricard [9], Myard [10], Goldberg [11], Waldron
[12–14], Wohlhart [15–17], Song and Chen [18], and so on. However, their engineering applications are very limited except
‘Turbula’ from Schatz linkage [19] and deployable structures from Bennett linkage [20,21], Myard linkage [22], and Bricard linkage
[23]. This is due to the fact that the strict overconstrained geometric conditions require very high precision in the manufacture,
5
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which is very difficult and costly to achieve in mass production. Thus, there is a conflict between the desired 3D motion and
undesired overconstrained conditions. To overcome this problem, Milenkovic and Brown [24] substituted a spherical joint (S-joint)
for one of the revolute joints (R-joint) to reduce the degree of overconstraint in Bennett linkage, and reduced the closure relationship
to two equations. Lee andHervé used oblique circular torus to find a RRRS linkage kinematically equivalent to the Bennett linkage [25].
However, the resultant linkages are still overconstrained. Therefore, it is a challenge to find the non-overconstrained forms of
overconstrained linkages.

Since an overconstrained mechanism is statically indeterminate, the Maxwell's rule in truss can be applied in the analysis.
Maxwell [26] defined a frame as ‘a system of lines connecting a number of points’, and defined a stiff frame as ‘one in which
the distance between any two points cannot be altered without altering the length of one or more of the connecting lines of
the frame’. A frame in a three dimensional space having j nodes requires in general 3j−6 bars to render it stiff. However, similar to
the Chebychev–Grübler–Kutzbach criteria [27], without considering the topology of the system, Maxwell's rule cannot determine
the mobility of overconstrained mechanisms correctly. Calladine [28] further developed Maxwell's rule and used the rank of the equi-
libriummatrix of the system to decide its static and kinematic determinacy. As the equilibriummatrix contains topology information,
this method is certainly valid in the analysis of overconstrained mechanisms. A SVD method on the equilibrium matrix for movable
structureswas introduced by Kumar and Pellegrino [29] to simulate its kinetic trajectory considering bifurcation points. Supplemented
by equilibrium equations, a numerical procedure was presented to determine compatible states andmotion of one ormultiple degrees
of freedommechanisms consisting of rigid bars and pin joints [30]. And Tanaka [31] introduced a truss-type mechanism from a stati-
cally determinate truss bymaking its joint bars adjustable. Shai [32] showed that, in general, the graph representations of mechanisms
and trusses are mathematically dual. It should be pointed out that although Maxwell's equilibrium matrix and screw theory are
considered as local methods, they are still suitable for the overconstrained cases as the global mobility is assumed a priori.

In this paper, we use truss as an intermedium to transform overconstrained linkages with R-joints and S-joints into their non-
overconstrained forms with kinematic equivalence. The layout is as follows. Section 2 expounds the transformation method from
linkage to truss structure. The non-overconstrained form of Bennett linkage is obtained in Section 3 with the proof of the kinematic
equivalence between the non-overconstrained form and its original linkage. Myard 5R linkage as another case study is dealt with in
Section 4 to show the generality of the proposedmethod. Output errors, which are produced by fabrication errors on link length and
twist, and sensitivities of these factors are analysed in Section 5. Conclusions in Section 6 end the paper.

2. The transformation from linkage to truss

As truss is formed by straight bars connected by nodes, a rigid body in space can be represented by a straight bar or a tetrahedron
with six bars connected by four nodes, see Fig. 1(a). From the kinematic point of view, a straight bar is a link and a node is an S-joint.
Then an R-joint can be represented as a straight bar with one node (S-joint) at each end, see Fig. 1(b), so that the links connected to it
can generate revolute motion about the axis along the straight bar, or the line passing through two S-joints, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In
general, a link connected with two R-joints is equivalent to a truss tetrahedron taking AA', CC' as R-joint axes, see Fig. 2(a). Thus, AA',
CC' are called joint bars. AC, AC', A'C, and A'C' are called body bars. In kinematics, link is usually the shortest distance between two
R-joints. Here, AC is the shortest link in Fig. 2(a), i. e., AC⊥AA' and AC⊥CC'. AC', A 'C and A'C' can be considered as alternative
links [33] between R-joints AA' and CC'. When the two R-joint axes intersect, a tetrahedron degenerats into a triangle, see Fig. 2(b).
And for the parallel axes, all bars in the tetrahedron are in a plane, see Fig. 2(c), which has one instantaneous mobility. To avoid it,
an arbitrary point out of the plane, P, is introduced, see Fig. 2(d), to generate the truss form for the link with two parallel axes. In
this way, a 3D linkage with R-joints can be transformed into a truss with j nodes and b bars. According to Maxwell's rule,
when 3j−6−b=0, the truss is stiff without self-stress, e. g., the tetrahedron in Fig. 1(a) with j=4, b=6. When 3j−6−
bN0, the truss has mobility, m=3j−6−b, e.g., the system in Fig. 1(c) with j=6, b=11, and m=1. When 3j−6−bb0, the
truss should be stiff and statically indeterminate. Now consider the Bennett linkage [7,34] in Fig. 3(a), a well-known spatial
4R linkage with mobility one. Its truss form in Fig. 3(b) has j=8 nodes, b=20 bars, and 3j−6−b=−2. Thus it is statically in-
determinate, i.e., overconstrained. In this case, the equilibrium equation has to be considered [35,36].
Fig. 1.
At ¼ f; ð1aÞ
Truss equivalence. (a) A tetrahedron as a rigid body; (b) two S-joints connected by one straight bar as an R-joint; (c) two rigid bodies connected by one R-joint.



Fig. 2. One link with two R-joints. (a) common situation; (b) two intersecting revolute axes; (c) two parallel revolute axes with an instantaneous mobility; (d) two
parallel revolute axes.
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in which t is a b×1 vector of bar axial forces per unit length, f is a 3j×1 vector of node forces, and A is a 3j×b equilibrium matrix
which might not be full ranked. Here we only consider the truss without external forces, i. e., f=0. Then Eq. (1a) becomes a set of
homogenous linear equations
At ¼ 0: ð1bÞ
Take r as the rank of equilibriummatrixA. Analysing thehomogenous equilibriumEq. (1b) gives thenumber of self-stresses,
s ¼ b−r; ð2Þ
and the number of inextensional mechanisms (mobility) is
m ¼ 3 j−6−r: ð3Þ
A structural assemblywithout external forces and bar elongations can be classified into four types based on the values ofm and s [37].

(1) m=0, s=0: Statically determinate and kinematically determinate, referred as to a normal structure;
(2) mN0, s=0: Statically determinate and kinematically indeterminate, referred as to a normal mechanism (non-overconstrained

mechanism);
(3) m=0, sN0: Statically indeterminate and kinematically determinate, referred as to a statically indeterminate structure;

and.
(4) mN0, sN0: Statically indeterminate and kinematically indeterminate, referred as to an overconstrained mechanism.
Fig. 3. The Bennett linkage. (a) In kinematic representation; (b) the equivalent truss form.
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This truss method opens up new possibilities for evaluating the degrees of freedom of known and new linkages. Our focus is
on the fourth type, mN0, sN0, namely the overconstrained linkage. To obtain its non-overconstrained form, the system should
become statically determinate while keeping the kinematic indeterminacy, i. e., reducing s to zero without changing m. Considering
Eqs. (2) and (3), when the number of nodes j and rank of equilibrium matrix r of a truss are unchanged, the mobility will not be
changed. And sN0 means that there are b−r bars redundant. To make s=0, we have to remove the b−r redundant bars from the
truss system. Then the non-overconstrained form can be obtained.

In the following sections, the Bennett linkage and Myard 5R linkage are taken as examples to demonstrate how to obtain the
non-overconstrained form of an overconstrained linkage through truss transformation.

3. Non-overconstrained form of the Bennett linkage

The overconstrained geometric conditions of the Bennett linkage [7] are
a12 ¼ a34 ¼ a; a23 ¼ a41 ¼ b; α12 ¼ α34 ¼ α; α23 ¼ α41 ¼ β;
sinα
a

¼ sinβ
b

;Ri ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4ð Þ: ð4Þ
and its closure equations are
θ1 þ θ3 ¼ 2π; θ2 þ θ4 ¼ 2π;

tan
θ1
2

tan
θ2
2

¼
sin

1
2

β þ αð Þ

sin
1
2

β−αð Þ
:

ð5Þ
where aij represents the link length between joint i and joint j, αij represents the twist angle between joint i and joint j, Ri is the
offset on joint i, θi is the joint angle at joint i. All these parameters are defined according to D–H notation [38].

The truss formof the Bennett linkagewithmobility one, see Fig. 3(b), is composed of four rigid bodies AA'B'B, B'BCC', CC'D'D and
D'DAA', which are connected by joint bars BB', CC', DD', and AA', successively. Here, AB, BC, CD, and DA are the shortest links. For this
overconstrained linkage, we cannot calculate the mobility simply from Maxwell's rule. The equilibrium matrix of its truss form in
Fig. 3(b) has been considered, as shown in Appendix A. The rank of the equilibrium matrix of this truss is r=17, then m=3j−6−
r=18−r=1, which is correct. Thus, there are b−r=20−17=3 bars redundant. Rigorously, there are C203 =1140 (combination
of choosing 3 bars from 20 bars) possibilities to remove these three redundant bars from the truss form. However, our aim is to
find the non-overconstrained form of the linkage, i.e., the truss formwithout redundant bars, which should have the same kinematic
characteristics as the original overconstrained linkage. Thus, the joint bars AA', BB', CC', and DD', working as revolute axes, should not
be removed from the truss form. Otherwise, we could end up with a multi-loop linkage, see Fig. 4(a). So we have to remove three
redundant bars among the body bars through three schemes, (a) all three bars are from three different rigid bodies; (b) two bars
are from one rigid body and the 3rd one from another rigid body; and (c) all three bars are from the same rigid body.

If we remove only one body bar AB' from link AA'BB', see Fig. 4(b), this linkwill become twobodies connected by an R-joint A'B. This
process increases the number of rigid bodies in themechanism,whichwill not lead to a kinematically equivalentmechanism. Therefore
neither removing schemes (a) nor (b) can be applied to Bennett linkage. Thenwe have to remove all three bars from a single rigid body.
Due to the topological similarity among four bars of the Bennett linkage, we can take any one link, say CC'DD', as an example. Removing
three body bars CD', C'D, and C'D' will leave bar CD as the link connecting to link BB'CC' at node C and to link DD'AA' at node D, see
Fig. 5(a). In this case, nodes C and D work as S-joints. Here, bar CD is kept because it is the shortest link so that it can be used directly
in the following kinematic analysis. Now, bar CC' does notwork as an R-joint. Hence, CC' togetherwith bars BC' and B'C' can be removed
without changing the kinematics of the resultant linkage. The same applies to link AA'DD'. Hence the non-overconstrained truss form of
the Bennett linkage is shown in Fig. 5(b), which composes b=11 bars and j=6 nodes. And the mobility is m=3j−6−b=1. Then
there is b−(3j−6−m)=0bar redundant. Using kinematic joints to present the truss form, the RSSR linkage in Fig 5(c) can be obtained
as the non-overconstrained form of the Bennett linkage.
Fig. 4. Two removing schemes. (a) removing bar BB', (b) removing bar AB'.



Fig. 5. The removing scheme of redundant bars. (a) removing three body bars in a rigid body; (b) the result after simplification; (c) the resultant mechanism.
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Next, we are going to verify that the RSSR linkage as the non-overconstrained form and the original Bennett linkage have identical
kinematic behaviours.

When joints A and B are chosen as the input and output joints of the RSSR linkage, respectively, adopting the same notation as
the Bennett linkage, see Fig. 3 and Eq. (4), the input–output equation of the general RSSR linkage can be written as [36],
where
− cos α12 sin θ1 þ
R1 sin α12

a41

� �
sin θ2 þ

a12
a41

þ cos θ1

� �
cos θ2

þ a223−a234 þ a241 þ a212 þ R2
1 þ R2

2 þ 2R1R2 cos α12

2a23a41
þ a12
a23

cos θ1 þ
R2 sin α12

a23
sin θ1 ¼ 0:

ð6Þ
As the equivalent linkage of the Bennett linkage, the analysed RSSR linkage should satisfy the geometric equations, Eq. (4).
Then the input–output equation becomes,
a cos θ1 þ cos θ2ð Þ þ b cos θ1 cos θ2 þ 1− cosα sin θ1 sin θ2ð Þ ¼ 0; ð7Þ
which can be derived as
A � sin θ2 þ B � cos θ2−C ¼ 0: ð8Þ

A= cosαsinθ1, B ¼ − cosθ1− a
b, C ¼ 1þ a

b cosθ1. With trigonometric transformation, θ2 in Eq. (8) can be solved as

θ2 ¼ 2arctan
A�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ B2−C2

p
Bþ C

" #
: ð9Þ
Fig. 6. The Myard 5R linkage. (a) With construct process and geometric parameters; (b) the corresponding truss form.
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When sinθ1cosβN0, taking the ‘+’ sign gives
Fig. 7. R
truss; (d
θ2 ¼ 2arctan
sin β þ αð Þ=2½ �
sin β−αð Þ=2½ � �

1
tan θ1=2ð Þ

� �
; ð10aÞ
and when sinθ1cosβb0, taking the ‘−’ sign yields
θ2 ¼ 2arctan
cos β−αð Þ=2½ �
cos β þ αð Þ=2½ � �

1
tan θ1=2ð Þ

� �
: ð10bÞ
It can be found that one of the solutions, Eq. (10a), satisfies the closure equation of the Bennett linkage, Eq. (5). Whilst,
Eq. (10b) is another form of the closure equation by taking the opposite axial directions on joints A and B. These two solutions
are physically identical. As the input–output equations of the RSSR linkage and the Bennett linkage are identical, each S-joint in
the RSSR linkage ought to work as a revolute joint, which is demonstrated in details with screw theory in Appendix B.

4. Non-overconstrained forms of the Myard 5R linkage

The Myard 5R linkage is combined by two rectangular Bennett linkages with one pair of twist angles as 90° [39]. As shown in
Fig. 6, Bennett linkages ABCD and ADCE are disposed as mirror images to each other. After combining them in the symmetric
plane, the common R-joint D and common links AD and CD are removed. Its geometric conditions are
a34 ¼ 0; a12 ¼ a51; a23 ¼ a45;

α23 ¼ α45 ¼ π
2
; α51 ¼ π−α12; α34 ¼ π−2α12;

Ri ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; 2; ⋯; 5ð Þ ; and
a12 ¼ a23 sinα12:

ð11Þ
emoving two redundant body bars from the Myard linkage. (a) bars AB' and A'B are removed; (b) bars A'B and A'B' are removed; (c) the final simplified
) the final non-overconstrained linkage.
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And the closure equations are
Fig. 8. T
commo
θ1 þ θ3 þ θ4 ¼ 2π; θ2 þ θ5 ¼ 2π;

tan
θ4
2

tan
θ5
2

¼
sin

1
2

π
2
þ α12

� �
sin

1
2

π
2
−α12

� � ;

tan
θ2
2

¼
sin

1
2

π
2
þ α12

� �
sin

1
2

π
2
−α12

� � tan
θ3
2
:

ð12Þ
The truss form of aMyard 5R linkage, see Fig. 6(b), possesses b=22bars and j=9nodes. As the realmobility of this linkage is one,
i.e.,m=3j−6−r=21−r=1, the rank of the equilibrium matrix of this truss should be 20. Thus there are b−r=22−20=2 bars
redundant, which have to be removed in order to get the non-overconstrained form. Firstly, joint bars AA', BB', CC', CC ' ', and EE'
should not be removed. At the same time, bar C'C ' ', which is the only body bar in the rigid body CC'C ' ', should not be removed.
Secondly, to avoid bringing in extra joint, as shown in Fig. 4(b), two redundant bars must be selected on the same link. Since there
are four body bars connected by four nodes on one rigid link, two of them can have a commonnode or none. In the case of no common
node, taking link AA'BB' as an example, AB' and A'B are removed, see Fig. 7(a). Then a kinetic sub-loop ABB'A' is formed,which is not
desired. Hence two redundant barsmust be removed from the same node on the same link. Because of the symmetry of theMyard 5R
linkage, we can only consider nodes A', B', and C' as the common nodes. Here, nodes A, B, C are not considered as bars AB and BC are
the shortest distance between the R-joints of the Myard linkage, which are kept for the convenience of further kinematic analysis.

When A' is chosen as the common joint, BA' and B'A' are removed, see Fig. 7(b). Then node A' just belongs to one rigid body
AA'EE', which could be removed with bars AA', A'E', and A'E, as shown in Fig. 7(c). And node A becomes an S-joint. The resultant
truss owns b=17 bars and j=8 nodes with mobility m=3j−6−b=1, which is non-overconstrained. Its linkage form is an
RRSRR, see Fig. 7(d).

Similarly, node B can be changed into an S-joint after removing redundant bars, which gives an RSRRR linkage in Fig. 8(a). But
changing node C into an S-joint gives an RRSR linkage in Fig. 8(b), which is neither a non-overconstrained one nor a five-bar linkage.
Yet, if we consider the link barwhich is not the shortest link, anRRSRR linkage can be formedwith nodeC' as the S-joint, see Fig. 8(c). It
can be verifiedwith screw theory that the three linkages in Figs. 7(d), 8(a), and 8(c) are the non-overconstrained forms of theMyard
5R linkage, one of which is shown in Appendix C.

The extendedMyard 5R linkage [40] was obtained by combining two complementary Bennett linkages, where the twist α23 is not
necessary to be 90°. From the above analysis, it can be assured that the RRSRR linkage with the corresponding geometric conditions is
also the non-overconstrained form of the extended Myard 5R linkage.

5. Discussion on the fabrication errors

The non-overconstrained forms of overconstrained spatial linkages will expand their practical application as the manufacturing
accuracy and subsequent cost can be greatly reduced. For most of 3D overconstrained linkages, the overconstrained geometric
conditions are rigorous. In theory, fabrication errors could easily make the linkage lose its mobility if the clearance on joints is
not considered. Yet for the non-overconstrained form, fabrication errors on the overconstrained geometric condition will only
slightly affect the input-out relationship of the linkagewithout changing itsmobility, whichwill be demonstrated through the following
fabrication-error sensitivity analysis.
he three possibilities of removing two body bars in a rigid body with a common joint from the Myard linkage. (a) B' as the common joint; (b) C' as the
n joint; (c) C as the common joint.
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Considering the non-overconstrained form of the Bennett linkage, the RSSR linkage, the geometric parameters a, b, α and the
kinematic variable θ2 in Eq. (7) are denoted as aR, bR, αR and θ2R, respectively. The parameters of the Bennett linkage are the
corresponding nominal variables, i.e.,
aR
bR

� �nom

¼ sinα
sinβ

; anomR ¼ a; bnomR ¼ b; αnom
R ¼ α: ð13Þ
Meanwhile the general output can be written as,
θ2R ¼ f x1; x2ð Þ; ð14Þ
in which x1=αR and x2 ¼ aR
bR
. Expanding this function in Taylor-series around the nominal values x1nom=α and xnom2 ¼ a

b gives
θ2R ¼ θnom2R þ
X2
i¼1

∂ f
∂xi

				
nom

Δxi þ
1
2!

X2
i¼1

∂2 f
∂x2i

					
nom

Δxi
2 þ ∂2 f

∂x1∂x2

					
nom

Δx1Δx2 þ⋯; ð15Þ
where Δxi=xi−xi
nom. For small, independent variations about the nominal configuration, a linear approximation can be made.

Thereby the above equation renders the output error of the RSSR linkage from the nominal configuration as.
Δθ2R ¼ θ2R−θnom2R ≈
X2
i¼1

∂ f
∂xi

				
nom

Δxi ¼
∂ f
∂X

				
nom

ΔX; ð16Þ
where ΔX=[Δx1, Δx2]T. ∂ f
∂X jnom is known as the sensitivity Jacobian of the mechanism [41], evaluated at the nominal configura-

tion. Deriving from Eqs. (9) and (14),
∂ f
∂xi

¼
A0 � AA0 þ BB0−CC0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A2 þ B2−C2
p

 !
Bþ Cð Þ− A�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ B2−C2

p� �
B0 þ C0
 �

A2 þ B2 þ BC � A
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ B2−C2

p ; ð17Þ
whereA0 ¼ ∂A
∂xi
,B0 ¼ ∂B

∂xi
, andC0 ¼ ∂C

∂xi
, while ∂A

∂x1
¼ − sinαR sinθ1, ∂B∂x1 ¼ 0, ∂C∂x1 ¼ 0, ∂A∂x2 ¼ 0, ∂B∂x2 ¼ −1, and ∂C

∂x2
¼ cosθ1. Obviously, the sign ‘±’ in

Eq. (17) should be chosen as the one in the condition of Eq. (10a). The output error is related to the components variability linearly.
Take a Bennett linkage and its equivalent RSSR linkage with twists αR

nom=45° and link lengths aR
nom=100mm and bR

nom=
70.72mm as an example. Denote the deviations of the angular and linear dimensions as Δα and Δl, respectively. Based on the
ISO standard about tolerances [42], for the very coarse class,
Δα ¼ 1∘ and Δl ¼ 1:5 mm: ð18Þ
A scale factor k∈[−1,1] is introduced, i.e.,
Δx1 ¼ αR−α ¼ kΔα; Δx2 ¼ aþ kΔl
b−kΔl

−
a
b
: ð19Þ
Then, the sensitivity Jacobian ∂ f
∂X jnom can be estimated from Eq. (17). And the output error
Δθ2R≈
∂ f
∂x1

∂ f
∂x2

� 				
nom

kΔα
aþ kΔl
b−kΔl

−
a
b

� T
: ð20Þ
Figure 9(a) shows the effect of each fabrication error on the output error. The magnitude of the output error due to link length
errors is always greater than that from twist angle errors. The maximum is reached when the input angle θ1 is around 180°. For
the ‘coarse’ tolerance with twist error 1°, the maximum deviation of the output is 0.58°. And with link length error 1.5 mm, the
maximum Δθ2 is 5.06°, which is much larger than the former one, see Fig. 9(b). Therefore, more attention needs to be paid to the



Fig. 9. Output deviations generated by twist angle error and link length error.
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link length accuracy to keep the output deviation small. In practise, link length accuracy is easier to be improved than angular
accuracy. Figure 10 also shows the output deviation caused by the ‘fine’ link length accuracy with a link length error of
0.15 mm, in which the maximum Δθ2 is 0.53°. For other design parameters of RSSR linkage, the tolerances can also be taken
from [42] and the output errors can be calculated with Eqs. (17), (19) and (20).

Once there are fabrication errors on the link length and joint twist, the RSSR linkage will not work as the Bennett linkage,
i.e., the two S-joints do no work as R-joints, but also rotate on the other two orthogonal directions. To calculate the waggle angles
Fig. 10. Coordinate systems for the calculation of deviations on the RSSR linkage.
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about other rotation axes, the coordinate systems on A, B are established by D-H notation, and the coordinate system on D is fixed
with bar AD whose z axis is along the axis of this joint in its original Bennett linkage, x axis is along the direction of DA, and y axis
is set by the right-hand rule, as shown in Fig. 10. Therefore, the motion of point C in the coordinate system on joint D reflects the
motion which is provided by joint D. As C is expressed in system B as
then,
CB ¼ bR cosθ2R; bR sinθ2R; 0; 1½ �T; ð21Þ
and transformations matrices are
TB Að Þ ¼
cosθ1 − sinθ1 cosαR sinθ1 sinαR aR cosθ1
sinθ1 cosθ1 cosαR − cosθ1 sinαR aR sinθ1
0 sinαR cosαR 0
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775; TA Dð Þ ¼

1 0 0 bR
0 cosβ − sinβ 0
0 sinβ cosβ 0
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775; ð22Þ

CD ¼ TA Dð ÞTB Að ÞCB
¼ ½bR þ aR cosθ1 þ bR cosθ1 cosθ2R‐bR cosαR sinθ1 sinθ2R;

aR cosβ sinθ1‐bR sinθ2R sinαR sinβ‐ cosαR cosβ cosθ1ð Þ þ bR cosβ cosθ2R sinθ1;
aR sinβ sinθ1 þ bR sinθ2R sinαR cosβ þ cosαR sinβ cosθ1ð Þ þ bR sinβ cosθ2R sinθ1;
1�

ð23Þ
If there are no fabrication errors, S-joint D works as an R-joint, namely, bar CD is always perpendicular to zD. With fabrication
errors, the angle between CD and zD is.
γDZ
¼ arccos

CDD•k
CD

; ð24Þ
where k=[0, 0, 1]T, and CD ¼ bR, and then
γDz
¼ arccos

aR sinβ sinθ1 þ bR sinθ2R sinαR cosβ þ cosαR sinβ cosθ1ð Þ þ bR sinβ cosθ2R sinθ1
bR

: ð25Þ
Figure 11 shows the deviation angles from the right angle. With the errors given in Eq. (18), the largest deviation generated by
angular errors Δα=−1∘ is 0.58°, and the largest deviation generated by linear errors is 1.22° when Δa=−1.5mm andΔb=1.5mm.
It demonstrates that the S-joint actually provides a main revolution at the R-joint direction of its original Bennett linkage and a small
waggle at the other two orthogonal directions.

Therefore, reasonable fabrication errors on the RSSR linkage will keep the mobility and offer good accuracy in replacing the
Bennett linkage for engineering applications. And a particular S-joint is designed to provide the main revolution and allow small
waggle to compensate fabrication errors, see Fig. 12, C and D are set with these particular S-joints, and the allowing deviation, θe,
in Fig. 12(c).
Fig. 11. Deviations on the main rotation direction due to fabrication errors.



Fig. 12. The particular S-joints on C and D in the RSSR linkage. (a) the whole linkage; (b) a particular S-joint; (c) the waggling angle of the revolute axis.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a general truss transformationmethod based on the equivalence between the spatial linkages and
truss forms as well as a procedure to obtain the non-overconstrained forms of overconstrained linkages. First, the truss forms of
the overconstrained linkages are obtained. Second, the redundant bars in the truss forms are determined by Maxwell's rule and
equilibrium matrices. Finally, non-overconstrained forms are obtained after removing those redundant bars from the truss
forms. The Bennett linkage and Myard 5R linkage have been taken as two case studies. Their non-overconstrained forms
are an RSSR linkage and RRSRR linkages, respectively. Furthermore their kinematic equivalences have also been illustrated with
the input–output equation by screw theory. The discussion of output deviations caused by fabrication errors has shown that
the non-overconstrained forms can keep the kinematic characteristics of the original overconstrained linkages with great fault-
tolerance capability.

Meanwhile, the method of seeking non-overconstrained forms of overconstrained linkages could be used to remove
constraints from overconstrained mechanisms for simplifying mechanical designs, such as in constant-velocity couplings, robotic
wrists, and multi-loop platform mechanisms. And since the Bennett linkage has been used as an element to construct the mobile
assemblies for deployable structures, it will be necessary to analyse how inaccuracies in rendering the Bennett motion affects
deployable structures made from repeated Bennett mechanisms, following this paper.

It should also be pointed out that for the overconstrained 6R linkage, there is only one redundant bar in its equivalent truss.
Simply removing one bar from the truss form with the method in dealing with the Bennett linkage or Myard linkage will result in
a 7R linkage. How to address this problem is our future research focus on this topic. Furthermore, in this paper, we only explore
the non-overconstrained forms of the overconstrained linkages with kinematic equivalence. The future effort should be broadened
to the non-overconstrained new linkages by relaxing the bar remove rules from scheme (c) to other possibilities.
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Appendix A. Equilibriummatrix of the truss form for Bennett linkage

In the truss form of a Bennett linkage, see Fig. A1, set jAC�!j ¼ 2v, jBD�!j ¼ 2w, jMN
��!j ¼ u, and the angle between AC and BD as γ.

The coordinate system is set up as Huang et al. [43] presented, and the equilibrium matrix with symbols is
A24�20 ¼
½−msinγ;−l;−l−nsinγ;−l;nsinγ−l;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
−lsinγ;m−ncosγ;m−ncosγ;mþ ncosγ;mþ ncosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
−lcosγ;nsinγ;nsinγ−l;−nsinγ;−l−nsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0; l;0;0;0;−nsinγ; l−msinγ; l; lþmsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;−mþ ncosγ;0;0;0;0;ncosγ−m−lsinγ;mþ ncosγ;ncosγ þm−lsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;−nsinγ;0;0;0;−l;−nsinγ−lcosγ;−nsinγ;−nsinγ−lcosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;−l;0;−l−nsinγ;msinγ;−l;nsinγ−l;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;−m−ncosγ;0;−m−ncosγ;−lsinγ;−mþ ncosγ;−mþ ncosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;nsinγ;0;nsinγ−l;−lcosγ;−nsinγ;−l−nsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0; l;0;0;0;0;0;0;0; l;0; lþmsinγ; l−msinγ;nsinγ;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;−m−ncosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;m−ncosγ;0;−ncosγ þm−lsinγ;−ncosγ−m−lsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;
0;0;0;nsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;nsinγ;0;nsinγ−lcosγ;nsinγ−lcosγ;−l;0;0;0;0;
msinγ;0;0;0;0;0;−lþmsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;−lþmsinγ;0;msinγ−l−nsinγ;msinγ þ nsinγ−l;0;0;
lsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;mþ lsinγ−ncosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;mþ lsinγ þ ncosγ;0;mþ lsinγ−ncosγ;mþ lsinγ þ ncosγ;0;0;
lcosγ;0;0;0;0;0;nsinγ þ lcosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;−nsinγ þ lcosγ;0; lcosγ þ nsinγ−l; lcosγ−l−nsinγ;0;0;
0;0; lþ nsinγ;0;0;nsinγ;0;0;0; lþ nsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;−msinγ þ lþ nsinγ;0; lþ nsinγ þmsinγ;0;
0;0;−mþ ncosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;mþ ncosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;ncosγ−m−lsinγ;0;ncosγ þm−lsinγ;0;
0;0;−nsinγ þ l;0;0; l;0;0;0;−nsinγ þ l;0;0;0;0;0;0;−nsinγ þ l−lcosγ;0;−nsinγ þ l−lcosγ;0;
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;−l−msinγ;0;−msinγ;0;0;−l−msinγ;0;0;0;0;−l−nsinγ−msinγ;−msinγ þ nsinγ−l;
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;−ncosγ−mþ lsinγ;0; lsinγ;0;0;−mþ lsinγ þ ncosγ;0;0;0;0;−ncosγ−mþ lsinγ;−mþ lsinγ þ ncosγ;
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;nsinγ þ lcosγ;0; lcosγ;0;0;−nsinγ þ lcosγ;0;0;0;0; lcosγ þ nsinγ−l; lcosγ−l−nsinγ;
0;0;0;0;−nsinγ þ l;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;−nsinγ þ l;0;0;−nsinγ;0;−msinγ−nsinγ þ l;0;msinγ−nsinγ þ l;
0;0;0;0;−m−ncosγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;m−ncosγ;0;0;0;0;−ncosγ−m−lsinγ;0;−ncosγ þm−lsinγ;
0;0;0;0; lþ nsinγ;0;0;0;0;0;0;0; lþ nsinγ;0;0; l;0;−lcosγ þ lþ nsinγ;0;−lcosγ þ lþ nsinγ�:

ðA:1Þ
Appendix B. Verification of non-overconstrained form RSSR of Bennett linkage

As an S-joint is equivalent to three R-joints, S-joint C can be considered as three R-joints, the common normal line of BC and CD as
one revolute axis, CD as another revolute axis, and the third revolute axis is determined by the right-hand rule. And the same procedure
can be applied to S-joint D, see Fig. B1. To establish a coordinate system, sA and sB are axis vectors, where sA⊥AB and sA⊥AD, sB⊥AB

and sB⊥BC. sA ¼ AB
�!� AD

�!
, sB ¼ BA

�!� BC
�!

, sCz ¼ CB
�!� CD

�!
, sDz ¼ DC

�!� DA
�!

. The coordinate system is set up as the one in Appendix A.
The coordinate vectors of all the points in the truss can be determined as.
A ¼ 0; v;0½ �T; B ¼ u;w cosγ;−w sinγ½ �T;
C ¼ 0;−v;0½ �T; D ¼ u;−w cosγ;w sinγ½ �T: ðB:1Þ
And all the screws of R-joints and S-joints can be written as
SA ¼ −v sinγ;−u sinγ;−u cosγ;uv cosγ;0;−v2 sinγ
� �T

: ðB:2Þ
Fig. A1. Coordinate system for establishing the equilibrium matrix.



Fig. B1. Coordinate system for equivalence verification of Bennett linkage and its non-overconstrained form, RSSR linkage.
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SB ¼ −w sinγ;0;−u;uw cosγ;−u2−w2 sin2γ;−w2 cosγ sinγ
� �T

; ðB:3Þ

SCx ¼ −u;−vþw cosγ;−w sinγ;−vw sinγ;0;uvð ÞT; ðB:4Þ

SCy ¼ uv cosγ−uw;−u2 cosγ−vw sin2γ; u2 þ v2
� �

sinγ−vw cosγ sinγ;
�

vu2 sinγ þ v2 v−w cosγð Þ sinγ;0;−uv2 cosγ þ uvw
�T

;
ðB:5Þ

SCz ¼ v sinγ;−u sinγ;−u cosγ;−uv cosγ;0;−v2 sinγ
� �T

; ðB:6Þ

SDx ¼ −u;−vþw cosγ;−w sinγ;−wv sinγ;0;uvð ÞT; ðB:7Þ

SDy ¼ u v−w cosγð Þ;−u2−w2 sin2γ;w v−w cosγð Þ sinγ;
�

w sinγ wv cosγ−w2−u2
� �

;0;−uvw cosγ þ u3 þ uw2
�T

;
ðB:8Þ

SDz ¼ w sinγ;0;−u;−uw cosγ;−u2−w2 sin2γ;−w2 cosγ sinγ
� �T

: ðB:9Þ
The motions of bar CD can be expressed by two branches CB and DA if AB is taken as the reference link. Taking reciprocal of
the motion screws, these two constraint screw systems are
Sr11 ¼ 1;
u vþw cosγð Þ
u2 þw2 sin2γ

;0;0;0;−v
� �T

;

Sr12 ¼ 0;−
w sinγ vþw cosγð Þ

u2 þw2 sin2γ
;1; v;0;0

� �T
;

ðB:10Þ
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and
and
Sr21 ¼ 1;−
vþw cosγ

u
;
w sinγ

u
;−

vw sinγ
u

;0; v
� �T

;

Sr22 ¼ 0;
u2 þ v2 þ vw cosγ
� �

sinγ

u u2 cosγ−vw sin2γ

 � ;

1
u
;

0
@

w u2 þ v2−v2 cos2γ
� �

u u2 cosγ−vw sin2γ

 � ;1;− u2 þ v2 þ vw cosγ

� �
sinγ

u2 cosγ−vw sin2γ

1
AT

:

ðB:11Þ
As the dual relationship between constraints and motions, the motions of bar CD could be obtained as
S1 ¼ 0;
uw sinγ

v u2 þw2 sin2γ

 � ; u vþw cosγð Þ

v u2 þw2 sin2γ

 � ;0;1;w vþw cosγð Þ sinγ

u2 þw2 sin2γ

 !T

;

S2 ¼ 1;
v−w cosγ

u
;
w sinγ

u
;
vw sinγ

u
;0;−v

� �T
:

ðB:12Þ
These two independent motions of bar CD should be satisfied by these two branches, then for kinetic branch CB, ωCx1, ωCy1,
ωCz1, ωB1 and ωCx2, ωCy2, ωCz2, ωB2 must satisfy
S1 ¼ ωCx1SCx þωCy1SCy þωCz1SCz þωB1SB;
S2 ¼ ωCx2SCx þωCy2SCy þωCz2SCz þωB2SB:

ðB:13Þ
For kinetic branch DA, ωDx1, ωDy1, ωDz1, ωA1 and ωDx2, ωDy2, ωDz2, ωA2 must satisfy
S1 ¼ ωDx1SDx þωDy1SDy þωDz1SDz þωA1SA;
S2 ¼ ωDx2SDx þωDy2SDy þωDz2SDz þωA2SA:

ðB:14Þ
The coefficients are solved as follows.
ωCx1 ¼ ωCy1 ¼ 0;

ωCz1 ¼ −
w

v u2 þw2 sin2γ

 � ;

ωB1 ¼ −
1

u2 þw2 sin2γ
;

ðB:15Þ
ωCx2 ¼ −
1
u
;

ωCy2 ¼ ωCz2 ¼ ωB2 ¼ 0:
ðB:16Þ

ωDx1 ¼ ωDy1 ¼ 0;

ωDz1 ¼ −
1

u2 þw2 sin2γ
;

ωA1 ¼ −
w

v u2 þw2 sin2γ

 � ;

ðB:17Þ

ωDx2 ¼ −
1
u
;

ωDy2 ¼ ωDz2 ¼ ωA2 ¼ 0:
ðB:18Þ
In Eqs. (B.15) and (B.17), ωCx1=ωCy1=ωDx1=ωDy1=0, and therefore there is no motion around axes SCx, SCy on S-joint C and
axes SDx, SDy on S-joint D. So joint C works as an R-joint about axis SCz and joint D as an R-joint about axis SDz. And the lengths of
the four bars in this RSSR linkage are identical to those in the original Bennett linkage. Thus, S1 is just the motion of a Bennett 4R
linkage. And according to Eqs. (B.16) and (B.18), S2 only contains motions around axes SCx and SDx, and these axes are collinear.
Thus, S2 is in fact the independent self-rotation along CD, which forms the passive DOF in all RSSR linkages expressed by Hunt [3].
Therefore, the RSSR linkage obtained from the truss transformation method is equivalent to the original Bennett linkage with two
S-joints working as R-joints along the corresponding axes in the Bennett linkage. This calculation process has been done through
the symbolic manipulations in Mathematica, and the programming diagram is shown in Fig. B2.



Fig. B2. The diagram for the calculation in Appendix B.
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Appendix C. Verification of non-overconstrained form RRSRR of Myard 5R linkage

Similar to the verification for the Bennett linkage, S-joint A can be regarded as three R-joints, the common normal line of BA
and AE as one revolute axis, y axis as another revolute axis, and the third revolute axis is determined by the right hand rule.
Adopting the same setup and notions as in the previous analysis, the coordinate system of the Myard 5R linkage is setup on
the Bennett linkage ABCD which is shown in Fig. C1, and all the geometry coordinates are.
A ¼ 0;
u2 cosγ
w sin2γ

;0

" #T
;B ¼ u;w cosγ;−w sinγ½ �T;C ¼ 0;−

u2 cosγ
w sin2γ

;0

" #T
D ¼ u;−w cosγ;w sinγ½ �T;

E ¼ u−
4w2u sin2γ

u2 þw2 sin2γ
;w cosγ;−w sinγ þ 4wu2 sinγ

u2 þw2 sin2γ

" #T
;

B0 ¼ uþw sinγ;w cosγ;−w sinγ þ u½ �T;

C0 ¼ −
u2 cosγ
w sinγ

;−
u2 cosγ
w sin2γ

þ u sinγ;u cosγ

" #T

C00 ¼ −
u2 cosγ
w sinγ

þ 4u2w cosγ sinγ
u2 þw2 sin2γ

;−
u2 cosγ
w sin2γ

þ u sinγ;u cosγ−
4u3 cosγ

u2 þw2 sin2γ

" #T

E0 ¼ u−
4w2u sin2γ þ 2w3 sin3γ−2u2w sinγ

u2 þw2 sin2γ
þw sinγ;w cosγ;

"
−w sinγ þ 4wu2 sinγ þ 2w2u sin2γ−2u3

u2 þw2 sin2γ
þ u

#T
:

ðC:1Þ
And all the kinetic screws can be written as
SAx ¼ −w sinγ;0;u;−
u3 cosγ
w sin2γ

;0;−
u2 cosγ
sinγ

 !T

; ðC:2Þ



Fig. C1. Coordinate system for equivalence verification of Myard 5R linkage and its non-overconstrained form RRSRR linkage.
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SAy ¼ 0;
u2 cosγ
w sin2γ

;0;0;0;0

 !T

; ðC:3Þ

SAz ¼
u2 cosγ
w sinγ

;u sinγ;u cosγ;−
u3 cos2γ
w sin2γ

;0;
u4 cos2γ
w2 sin3γ

 !T

; ðC:4Þ

SB ¼ w sinγ;0;u;−uw cosγ;u2 þw2 sin2γ;w2 sinγ cosγ
� �T

; ðC:5Þ

SC0 ¼ −
u2 cosγ
w sinγ

;u sinγ;u cosγ;
u3 cos2γ
w sin2γ

;0;
u4 cos2γ
w2 sin3γ

 !T

; ðC:6Þ

SC00 ¼ −
u2 cosγ
w sinγ

þ 4u2w sinγ cosγ
u2 þw2 sin2γ

;u sinγ;u cosγ−
4u3 cosγ

u2 þw2 sin2γ
;

 

w2 sin2γ−3u2
� �

u2 cos2γ

u2 þw2 sin2γ

 �

w sin2γ
;0;− −

u2 cosγ
w sinγ

þ 4u2w sinγ cosγ
u2 þw2 sin2γ

 !
u2 cosγ
w sin2γ

1
AT

;

ðC:7Þ

SE ¼ w sinγ−2w sinγ
w2 sin2γ−u2

u2 þw2 sin2γ
;0;uþ 2u

w2 sin2γ−u2

u2 þw2 sin2γ
;

 

− uþ 2u
w2 sin2γ−u2

u2 þw2 sin2γ

 !
w cosγ;−w2 sin2γ−u2

;
w2 sin2γ 3u2−w2 sin2γ

� �
2 u2 þw2 sin2γ

 �

1
AT

:

ðC:8Þ
Themotion of bar AE can be expressed by two branches C'BA and C' 'E when C'C' ' is taken as the reference link. Taking reciprocal
of the motion screws, these two constraint screw systems are
Sr11 ¼ w sin2γ
u2 cosγ

;−
u2−w2 sin2γ

u3 ;−
w2 sin3γ
u3 cosγ

;
w sinγ

u
;0;1

 !T

; ðC:9Þ
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and
Sr21 ¼ 0;−
w4 3u2−w2 sin2γ
� �

sin5γ

u2−3w2 sin2γ

 �

u3 cosγ u2 þw2 sin2γ

 � ;−w2 sin4γ u2 þw2 sin2γ

� �
u2−3w2 sin2γ

 �

u3 cos2γ
;0;1;0

0
@

1
AT

;

Sr22 ¼ 0;−
u6−7u4w2 sin2γ þ 7u2w4 sin4γ−w6 sin6γ

u2−3w2 sin2γ

 �

u3 u2 þw2 sin2γ

 � ;

w2 sin3γ 3u2−w2 sin2γ
� �

u2−3w2 sin2γ

 �

u3 cosγ
;0;0;1

0
@

1
AT

;

Sr23 ¼ 0;
w 3u2−w2 sin2γ
� �

sinγ

u2 u2 þw2 sin2γ

 � ;

w sin2γ
u2 cosγ

;1;0;0

0
@

1
AT

;

Sr24 ¼ 1;
u2 þw2 sin2γ
� �

w cosγ

u u2−3w2 sin2γ

 � ;

3u2−w2 sin2γ
� �

w sinγ

u u2−3w2 sin2γ

 � ;0;0;0

0
@

1
AT

:

ðC:10Þ
As the dual relationship between constraints and motions, the motion of bar AE could be obtained as
S ¼ 2u cosγ
w sin2γ

;1;− cosγ
u2−w2 sin2γ
w2 sin3γ

;−
2u2 cos2γ
w sin3γ

;−u cosγ
u2 þw2 sin2γ

w2 sin3γ
;u cos2γ

u2−w2 sin2γ
w2 sin4γ

 !T

: ðC:11Þ
And this motion could be expressed by each branch. Considering branch C 'BA, coefficients ωAx, ωAy, ωAz, ωB, and ωC' must
satisfy
S ¼ ωAxSAx þωAySAy þωAzSAz þωBSB þωC0SC0 ; ðC:12Þ
which are solved as
ωAx ¼ ωAy ¼ 0;

ωAz ¼
2

u sinγ
;

ωB ¼ −
u cosγ

w2 sin3γ
;

ωC0 ¼ −
1

u sinγ
:

ðC:13Þ
There is no motion around axes SAx and SAy, and therefore the constraint on S-joint A has been degenerated to an R-joint, with
axis along SAz which is the same as the Myard 5R linkage. Hence, this RRSRR mechanism and its original Myard 5R linkage have
the same motion properties.
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